Award Details
for
Rehabilitation of the Tunnel No 206 on the “Vrbnica-Bar” railway line in Montenegro

Business Sector: Transport

Date of award: 27/08/2018

Project Country_ID-Name: 37232 Montenegro Railways: Emergency Infrastructure Rehabilitation Project/ Rehabilitation of the Tunnel No 206 on the “Vrbnica-Bar” railway line in Montenegro

Tender and lot number(s): 8599-IFT-37232/10

Duration of the contract awarded: Time for Completion 12 months

Contract is awarded under advance contracting procedures

Summary scope of contract awarded: Rehabilitation of the Tunnel No 206 on the “Vrbnica-Bar” railway line in Montenegro

The following rehabilitation works are envisaged: Washing and cleaning the interior surfaces of the lining with the removal of loose parties of concrete; Production and installation of perfo-anchors; Production of reinforced concrete seals, repair contraction joints and cracks; Production and installation of steel centering; Contact injecting; Preparation of the shotcrete lining; Lining from the pumped concrete; Production of waterproofing; etc.

Name of Tenderer(s) and Tender prices as read out at Tender Opening:

1. J.V. MAKSPRO d.o.o.Belgrade, Serbia (Leading Partner), HIDROTEHNIKA-HIDROENERGETIKA a.d. Belgrade, Serbia (Partner); EUR 1.279.600,59 (Tender Price is exclusive of VAT and any applicable Taxes, including 10% Contingencies);

2. GP Planum AD Beograd – Zemun, Serbia; EUR 998.876,96 (Tender Price is exclusive of VAT and any applicable Taxes, including 10% Contingencies);

Name of Tenderer(s) and evaluated prices of each evaluated Tender:

1. J.V. MAKSPRO d.o.o.Belgrade, Serbia (Leading Partner), HIDROTEHNIKA-HIDROENERGETIKA a.d. Belgrade, Serbia (Partner); EUR 1.279.600,59 (Tender Price is exclusive of VAT and any applicable Taxes, including 10% Contingencies);

2. GP Planum AD Beograd – Zemun, Serbia; EUR 998.876,96 (Tender Price is exclusive of VAT and any applicable Taxes, including 10% Contingencies);

Name of Tenderers rejected and reasons for rejection: N/A


Name of Winning Tenderer and Price offered:

**GP Planum AD Beograd – Zemun, Serbia; EUR 998,876,96 (Tender Price is exclusive of VAT and any applicable Taxes, including 10% Contingencies, i.e. EUR 90,807.00);**